start the pupil (or class) on
prefers a slower pace of instruction for the beginner may
emphasis on the melodic approach. The teacher who
• Alexander's Ragtime Band • There's No Business Like
11 of his best, including: White Christmas • Easter Parade
Easy Version with Lyrics
IRVING BERLIN'S ACCORDION FOLIO
Includes: Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds • A Hard Day's
Nice (Summer Samba) • What a Diff'rence a Day Made •
How Insensitive (Insensatez) • Perfidia • Spanish Eyes • So
Much) • The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) •
arranged by Gary Meisner
LATIN FAVORITES FOR ACCORDION
arranged by Gary Meisner
20 Latin favorites, including: Bésame Mucho (Kiss Me
Much) • The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) •
How Insensitive (Insensatez) • Perfidia • Spanish Eyes • So
Nice (Summer Samba) • What a Difference a Day Made •
more.

THE BEST CONCERTINA METHOD – YET!
by Bob Kail
Ashley Publications
Lewis Music Publishing
Easy instructions with over 250 new and old melodies with
fingerings; 17 with words; three for both hands; and two
easy songs with piano.

ACCORDION

ACCORDION INSTRUCTION

THE DICK BENNETT ACCORDION COURSE
Beacon Music
A superb series! An easy basic course with
emphasis on the melodic approach. The teacher who
prefers a slower pace of instruction for the beginner may
start the pupil (or class) on Book A, proceed into Book B, then go smoothly into Book 2. The teacher desiring a
medium speed approach may start beginners on Book 1
and then go into Book 2.

ACCORDION COLLECTIONS

ACCORDION FAVORITES
Arr. Gary Meisner
16 all-time favorites, arranged for accordion, including: Can't
Smile Without You • Could I Have This Dance • Endless
Love • Memory • Sunrise, Sunset • I.O.U. • and more.

BEATLES GREATEST HITS FOR ACCORDION
15 of the Beatles greatest hits arranged for accordion. Includes: Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds • A Hard Day's
Night • Old Deuteronomy • Think of Me • Unexpected
Song • With One Look.

IRVING BERLIN'S ACCORDION FOLIO

With Lyrics and
Switch Markings
14 favorites, including: White
Christmas • There's No Business Like Show Business •
Play a Simple Melody • The
Girl That I Marry • and more.

IRVING BERLIN'S ACCORDION FOLIO

Easy Version with Lyrics
11 of his best, including: White Christmas • Easter Parade
• Alexander's Ragtime Band • There's No Business Like
Show Business • and more.

BROADWAY FAVORITES
arr. Ken Kotwitz
A collection of 17 wonderful show songs, including: Don't
Cry for Me Argentina • Getting to Know You • If I Were a Rich
Man • Oklahoma • People Will Say We're in Love • We
Kiss in a Shadow.

CONTEMPORARY HITS FOR ACCORDION
Arr. Gary Meisner
15 songs, including: I Left My Heart in San Francisco •
Just the Way You Are • Longer • September Morn •
Somewhere Out There • Through the Years • and more.

DISNEY MOVIE FAVORITES
Students will love playing these 12 songs from the Disney
favorites Aladdin, Beauty and the Beast, and The Little
Mermaid. Songs include: Under the Sea • Be Our Guest • A
Whole New World • and more!

KENNY KOTWITZ – FRONT STREET
This matching folio includes arrangements for all the songs
by Kotwitz himself. The book includes performance notes
with information on bellowing and thumb and individual
finger glisses. It is written for the Stradella Bass system, but
with free bass performance in mind. Song highlights
include: Lost in the Stars • Long Ago (And Far Away) •
Sophisticated Swing • and more!

LATIN FAVORITES FOR ACCORDION
arranged by Gary Meisner
20 Latin favorites, including: Bésame Mucho (Kiss Me
Much) • The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) •
How Insensitive (Insensatez) • Perfidia • Spanish Eyes • So
Nice (Summer Samba) • What a Difference a Day Made •
more.

THE SONGS OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER FOR ACCORDION
10 of his best, including: All I Ask of You • Any Dream Will
Do • As If We Never Said Goodbye • I Don't Know How
to Love Him • Love Changes Everything • The Music of the
Night • Old Deuteronomy • Think of Me • Unexpected
Song • With One Look.

POLKA Favorites
arr. Kenny Kotwitz
An exciting collection of 16 songs, including: Beer Barrel Polka • Liechtensteiner Polka • My Melody of Love • Paloma
Blanca • Pennsylvania Polka • Too Fat Polka • and more.

WALTZ Favorites
arr. Kenny Kotwitz
17 essentials for accordion, including: Alice Blue Gown •
Come Back to Sorrento • Fascination (Valse Tzigane) • I
Love You Truly • I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now • In
My Merry Oldsmobile • Let Me Call You Sweetheart • Melody
of Love • Memories • That Naughty Waltz • and more.

CONCERTINA

THE BEST CONCERTINA METHOD – YET!
by Bob Kail
Ashley Publications
Lewis Music Publishing
Easy instructions with over 250 new and old melodies with
fingerings; 17 with words; three for both hands; and two
easy songs with piano.
**PLAY CLARINET TODAY – LEVEL 1**

*Book/CD Pack*

Teach yourself to play the easy way! This method is designed to let beginners teach themselves with great easy-to-follow instruction and a play-along CD.

- **00842046** Book/CD Pack..................$9.95
- **00320358** DVD ..............................$14.95
- **00699554** Beginner's Pack – Level 1 Book/CD & DVD..................$19.95

**PLAY CLARINET TODAY! – LEVEL 2**

*A Complete Guide to the Basics*

With solid instruction, terrific songs, and a professional-quality CD featuring 76 full-demo tracks, this is the ultimate self-teaching method for the clarinet! It includes: a review of instrument assembly and care • even more great music • more new notes, keys and rhythms • a fingering chart • and a glossary of musical terms.

- **00842047** Book/CD Pack..................$9.95

**PLAY CLARINET TODAY! SONGBOOK**

This companion songbook to the *Play Clarinet Today!* method books features 10 great songs: Colors of the Wind • Forrest Gump – Main Title (Feather Theme) • The Man from Snowy River (Main Title Theme) • My Favorite Things • My Heart Will Go On • Raiders March • Star Trek” – The Motion Picture • Twist and Shout • We Will Rock You • Yesterday.

- **00842048** Book/CD Pack..................$12.95

**CLARINET PLAY-ALONG JAZZ SOLOS**

*De Haske Publications*

Features 7 sensational original jazz solos for clarinet by talented composer Allen Vizzuti. Each piece includes written improvisations, and the CD features excellent full-performance backing tracks.

- **44003634** Book/CD Pack..................$14.95

**BUDDY DeFRANCO COLLECTION**

*Artist Transcriptions*

15 transcriptions from the man who brought the clarinet into the modern jazz age and continues to be an innovator. Includes: Autumn Leaves (Les Feuilles Mortes) • Moon Song • Out of Nowhere • and more. Also includes a biography and discography.

**BUDDY DeFRANCO – HAND IN HAND WITH HANON**

This unique spiral-bound collection features Hanon piano exercises transcribed in all keys for clarinet and wind instruments. It also includes basic studies for jazz improvisation plus four jazz pieces, including piano, bass, and drum parts.

- **00672423** .............................................$19.95

**FOLK MUSIC FROM GERMANY**

7 Pieces for Clarinet

*De Haske Publications*

7 pieces that can be played as solos or as duets, including: Der Klarinetten-Muckl • Im schönen Allgäu • Im stillen Tal • Lustige Musikantenreise • and more. The accompanying CD includes full performances as well as tracks featuring accompaniment-only for Parts 1 and 2 of each piece.

- **44003635** Book/CD Pack..................$12.95

**BENNY GOODMAN’S CLARINET METHOD**

This book, written by Benny Goodman himself, has been out of print for many years. It teaches the beginning student clarinet tone, style, technique and musicianship. It covers such basics as assembling and tuning the clarinet, proper position, scales, expression and many exercises. Features 11 tunes, including biography of his career up to 1940.

- **00490148** .............................................$14.95

**BENNY GOODMAN – COMPOSER/ARTIST**

25 transcribed clarinet solos in a pull-out section. All solos are repeated with a complete piano accompaniment version.

- **00026730** .............................................$9.95

**BENNY GOODMAN – SWING CLASSICS**

6 transcribed solos, including: Airmail Special • Flying Home • Mission to Moscow • Includes pull-out piano accompaniment section.

- **00026730** .............................................$9.95

**TIPBOOK – CLARINET**

*by Hugo Pinksterboer*

The Tipbook Company

The Tipbook Series books are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient guides for players who want to get the most out of their instrument. They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other experts – for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: lessons, teachers and practicing • all jargon explained • basic background information • price indications • the history and the family of the instrument • and more. The clarinet book covers such topics as selecting and playing clarinets, buying mouthpieces, necks and reeds, tuning, and a clarinetist's glossary.

- **00330891** .............................................$9.95
### EUPHONIUM / FLUTE

#### EUPHONIUM

**MEAD MEETS ARBAN**

- **Book/CD Packs**
  - De Haske Publications
  - For all brass players who were taught the “traditional” way, the studies and solos of Jean-Baptiste Arban have always been the ultimate musical test. In this highly challenging book/CD pack, euphonium pioneer Steven Mead presents 8 Arban themes with variations: Brilliant Fantasy • Cavatina “Beatrice di Tenda” • Do You See the Glittering Snow? • Variations on a Favorite Theme • and more.

- **44003640** Book/CD Pack $14.95
- **44003641** Baritone/Euphonium TC $17.95
- **44003642** Baritone/Euphonium BC $17.95
- **44003633** Piano Accompaniment $17.95
- **44003631** Baritone/Euphonium TC $17.95
- **44003632** Baritone/Euphonium TC $17.95
- **44003633** Piano Accompaniment $17.95

#### PLAY FLUTE TODAY — LEVEL 1

**Book/CD Packs**

- Teach yourself to play the easy way! This method is designed to let beginners teach themselves with great easy-to-follow instruction and a play-long CD. See page 519 for complete series.

- **00842043** Book/CD Pack $9.95
- **00320360** DVD $14.95
- **00699553** Beginner’s Pack – Level 1 Book/CD & DVD $19.95

#### STEVEN MEAD

**PLAY ALONG FUSION**

- 5 SOLOS FOR EUPHONIUM WITH WRITTEN IMPROVISATIONS
  - De Haske Publications
  - A legend in euphonium circles, Steven Mead presents five songs in pop/jazz/fusion style – rare for the euphonium – in this exciting book/CD pack. Includes an introduction by Mead, and these fantastic songs to play along with: Break Down • JB & MP • Little Girl • Picture This! • Summernight.

- **44003640** Book/CD Pack $14.95

#### STEVEN MEAD

**PRESENTS 20 DANCES FOR EUPHONIUM**

- **GRATED CONCERT STUDIES**
  - by Allen Vizzutti
  - De Haske Publications
  - Allen Vizzutti has put together a blend of technical and lyrical challenges that all have their roots in familiar classical and dance styles. These dances do not test extremes of range, and as such, are accessible to most euphonium and baritone players. Some of them are very quick, but in the early stages of practice, it’s recommended to keep the tempi moderate and speed them up as you progress. Includes an intro by and bio of Steven Mead, and a play-along accompaniment CD.

- **44003640** Book/CD Pack $14.95
- **44004119** Treble Clef $12.95
- **44004120** Bass Clef $12.95

#### PLAY FLUTE TODAY — LEVEL 2

**Book/CD Packs**

- This terrific flute method featuring a “teacher on CD” includes: a review of instrument assembly and care • even more great music • more new notes, keys and rhythms • a fingering chart • and a glossary of musical terms.

- **00842044** Book/CD Pack $9.95

#### PLAY FLUTE TODAY! SONGBOOK

This companion songbook to the PLAY FLUTE TODAY! method books features 10 great songs: Colors of My Heart • The Wind • Forrest Gump – Main Title Theme • My Favorite Things • Serene • Stormy Weather (Keeps Rainin’ All the Time) • The Way You Look Tonight • You Don’t Know What Love Is • and more.

- **00672379** Flute $19.95
- **00841550** Flute and Piano $16.95

#### THE BAROQUE AND CLASSICAL FLUTE

**12 FAVORITE PIECES BY THE MASTERS**

- **World’s Great Classical Music Series**
  - This beautiful collection in The World’s Great Classical Music series features works for flute and piano in a newly engraved, clean edition complete with composer biographies and historical notes. It contains 12 favorite pieces by C.P.E. Bach, J.S. Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Quantz and Telemann, plus a foreword which talks about playing baroque music.

- **00841550** Flute and Piano $16.95

#### ERIC DOLPHY COLLECTION

**ARTIST TRANSCRIPTIONS**

- 16 note-for-note transcriptions from this innovative instrumentalist, including: God Bless the Child • Serene • Stormy Weather (Keeps Rainin’ All the Time) • The Way You Look Tonight • You Don’t Know What Love Is • and more.

- **00672379** Flute $19.95

#### FLUTE

**PLAY-ALONG JAZZ SOLOS**

- **by Allen Vizzutti**
  - De Haske Publications
  - 7 original solos for flute with written improvisations. The CD includes both a demonstration of each piece and an accompaniment-only track.

- **44003741** Book/CD Pack $14.95

#### FLUTE

**FOR FLUTE, GUITAR & JAZZ PIANO**

- **CLAUDE BOLLING – PICNIC SUITE FOR FLUTE & JAZZ PIANO**

- **00490508** .......................$45.00

#### ECLECTIC EXECUTIONS

**World’s Great Classical Music Series**

- This beautiful collection in The World’s Great Classical Music series features works for flute and piano in a newly engraved, clean edition complete with composer biographies and historical notes. It contains 12 favorite pieces by C.P.E. Bach, J.S. Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Quantz and Telemann, plus a foreword which talks about playing baroque music.

- **00841550** Flute and Piano $16.95

#### THE BAROQUE AND CLASSICAL FLUTE

**12 FAVORITE PIECES BY THE MASTERS**

- **World’s Great Classical Music Series**
  - This beautiful collection in The World’s Great Classical Music series features works for flute and piano in a newly engraved, clean edition complete with composer biographies and historical notes. It contains 12 favorite pieces by C.P.E. Bach, J.S. Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Quantz and Telemann, plus a foreword which talks about playing baroque music.

- **00841550** Flute and Piano $16.95

#### ERIC DOLPHY COLLECTION

**ARTIST TRANSCRIPTIONS**

- 16 note-for-note transcriptions from this innovative instrumentalist, including: God Bless the Child • Serene • Stormy Weather (Keeps Rainin’ All the Time) • The Way You Look Tonight • You Don’t Know What Love Is • and more.

- **00672379** Flute $19.95

#### FLUTE

**PLAY-ALONG JAZZ SOLOS**

- **by Allen Vizzutti**
  - De Haske Publications
  - 7 original solos for flute with written improvisations. The CD includes both a demonstration of each piece and an accompaniment-only track.

- **44003741** Book/CD Pack $14.95
FLUTIST'S DAILY DOZEN
Centerstream Publications
by B. Allan Duncan
Foreword by Danilo Lozano
The Flutist's Daily Dozen is designed to aid the flutist's development of technique and finger dexterity in all registers and keys. These technical exercises are unique in that the student's facility is continually challenged throughout the complete range of the flute. The studies are based on repeated four measure phrases and are transposed to every key and their relative minors, thus, requiring the student to execute each exercise a number of twenty-four times within a practice session. As the title suggests, these exercises are to be practiced on a daily basis within a twelve day cycle.

FLUTE ETUDES
These twelve etudes, by B. Allen Duncan, were written to provide new material for the flute that would be technically challenging for the flutist of moderate to advanced ability and still be of enough musical interest to be played as a set of unaccompanied solos. They offer a wide range of technical challenges for embouchure, breath control, finger dexterity and interpretive skills.

JAMES GALWAY & PHIL COULTER – LEGENDS
for Flute and Piano
Features 13 Celtic favorites, including: Ashokan Farewell • Danny Boy • My Lagan Love • Riverdance • The Thorn Birds • Women of Ireland • and more.

JAMES GALWAY & PHIL COULTER – WINTER’S CROSSING

I DO, I DO!
Cherry Lane Music
14 traditional wedding songs arranged for flute and guitar. Features: Canon in D • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Ave Maria • Air on a G String • Bridal Chorus • and more.

JAZZ FLUTE ETUDES
by Marc Adler
Houston Publishing
These etudes by Marc Adler will delight both classical and jazz musicians. Marc is an accomplished flutist and composer in both the jazz and classical arenas and is also an experienced educator. These twelve etudes explore each of the twelve keys but at the same time step out into contemporary sounds characteristic of modern jazz and 20th-century classical music, such as whole tone and diminished scales, and colorful chord progressions. Jazz flutists will enjoy his original jazz licks and may want to add some of them to their vocabulary of patterns. Classical flutists will appreciate the challenge of sight-reading these tightly woven compositions while savoring their improvisatory character.

THE JAMES MOODY COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
15 transcriptions for saxophone or flute, including: Groovin' High • Indiana (Back Home Again in Indiana) • It Might As Well Be Spring • Polka Dots and Moonbeams • Wave • and more.

MUSICAL SOUVENIRS FOR FLUTE
10 Original Songs in Various Styles
Book/CD Pack
De Haske Publications
Musical Souvenirs is meant for the advanced flute player. The ten pieces feature popular music styles such as tango, Irish, and jazz. Every piece can be played along with the CD which includes two tracks for each: one as an example and one as an accompaniment.

JAMES NEWTON – THE IMPROVISING FLUTE
Improvisational Studies for Jazz & Classical Flutists
Artist Transcriptions
A unique way to learn improvisation, with transcriptions, chordal outlines, and solos from Newton’s various albums.

THE LEW TABACKIN COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
A gifted improviser equally at home on tenor saxophone and flute, Lew Tabackin is the main soloist with his wife Toshiko Akiyoshi’s Jazz Orchestra. This collection includes note-for-note transcriptions of 12 tunes: The Best Thing for You • Broken Dreams • Chasin’ the Carrot • Dig • Easy Living • Fashion’s Flower • I Wished on the Moon • I’ll Be Seeing You • Isfahan • Love Letters • Pyramid • Sentimental Journey. The book also includes a biography and a discography.

TIPBOOK – FLUTE & PICCOLO
The Best Guide to Your Instrument
by Hugo Pinksterboer
The Tipbook Company
The Tipbook Series books are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient guides for players who want to get the most out of their instrument. They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other experts—for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: lessons, teachers and practicing • all jargon explained • basic background information • price indications • the history and the family of the instrument • and more.

VITAL ELEMENTS FOR THE JAZZ FLUTIST
by Jordan Ruwe
Houston Publishing
This book introduces the vital elements (melody, chords, scale systems, and technique) needed to be a creative jazz flutist.
**RECORDER INSTRUCTION**

**LEARNING UNLIMITED**

**LET'S PLAY RECORDER METHOD**
by Leo Sevush

An effective two-level method for recorder instruction and a contemporary approach to instrumental learning. The student books include complete introductory materials suitable for instructional use with Baroque and German-style recorders. For general music class teaching, the basic student materials are supplemented by a special teacher's classroom cassette.

- **00710010** Let's Play Recorder
  - Student Book 1 $3.50
- **00710300** Let's Play Recorder
  - Student Book 2 $3.95
- **00710020** Let's Play Recorder
  - Teacher's Cassette Kit $12.95

**THE BEST RECORDER METHOD – YET!**

_Ashley Publications/Lewis Music Publishing_

Instructions and diagrams with over 100 solos, duets and ensemble selections by Albert Gamez.

- **00510255** Book 1 – C-Soprano or C-Tenor $9.95

**PLAYING THE RECORDER**

_E.B. Marks_

An elementary method with a large collection of easy-to-play pieces by Florence White and Anni Bergman.

- **00060601** Alto $4.95
- **00060602** Soprano $4.95

**RECORDER FOR BEGINNERS**

_by Dick Bennett_

_Bernard Stein Music Co._

Combines instruction for soprano, alto and tenor recorders in one book! Teachers can teach different recorders in the same class (in unison) and have them join in harmonies in the later pages. Sensational results!

- **50489258** $3.95

**RECORDER FUN! TEACH YOURSELF THE EASY WAY!**

_This book/CD pack will have you playing 40 great songs on recorder in no time! The book includes all the information you will need to get started, plus an easy-to-use finger chart, and the demonstration/play-along CD features professional accompaniments to make you sound like a pro! Songs include: All Through the Night • Amazing Grace • Carnival of Venice • Cockles and Mussels • The Coventry Carol • La Cucaracha • A Mozart Melody • Simple Gifts • Zum Gali, Gali • more.

- **00710005** Book/CD Pack $7.95

**RECORDER SONGBOOKS**

**BACH FOR THE RECORDER – ARRANGED FOR SOLO OR DUET**

16 classic Bach compositions, including: Gavotte • Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring • Musette • Sleepers, Wake.

- **00710190** $4.95

**BEATLES FAVORITES FOR RECORDER**

11 songs, including: All My Loving • Hey Jude • Michelle • Norwegian Wood • Yesterday.

- **00710152** $4.95

**BEATLES HITS FOR RECORDER**

11 songs, including: Eight Days a Week • Eleanor Rigby • Let It Be • She Loves You • When I’m Sixty-Four.

- **00710151** $4.95

**BROADWAY FAVORITES**

11 favorite showtunes, including: As Long As He Needs Me • I Could Have Danced All Night • Sunrise, Sunset • and more.

- **00710141** $4.95

**BROADWAY HITS**

_Solos or Duets_

11 hit songs from the stage, including: Everything’s Coming Up Roses • If I Were a Rich Man • Try to Remember • and more.

- **00710142** $4.95

**DISNEY MOVIE FAVORITES FOR RECORDER**

9 songs from the movies _The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin_, and _The Lion King_, including: Under the Sea • Beauty and the Beast • A Whole New World • Can You Feel the Love Tonight • and more.

- **00710409** $6.95

**FAVORITE MOVIE THEMES**

14 memorable movie hits, including: An American Symphony • Back to the Future • Braveheart • Chariots of Fire • Forrest Gump – Main Title • The John Dunbar Theme • Theme From “Jurassic Park” • Legends of the Fall • Mission: Impossible Theme • My Heart Will Go On • Star Trek* – The Motion Picture • and more.

- **00841306** $4.95

**FIRST SWING & POP**

_Play with a Real Band!_

_Book/CD Pack_

_De Haske Publications_

10 original pieces in a number of popular music styles, including blues, rock and disco. Each tune appears twice on the accompanying CD, once with the solo part and once without, so that players can practice soloing on the recorder. Includes helpful performance notes.

- **44003392** Soprano Recorder $14.95

**FUNNY TUNES**

_Book/CD Pack_

_De Haske Publications_

This collection of songs for soprano recorder can be used together with every customary recorder method. The songs are suitable for the first year of study and have been written in all kinds of styles: classic, blues, folk, rock, and hip-hop. In the course of the book, the songs gradually become more difficult. The CD includes accompaniment.

- **44003628** Soprano Recorder $12.95

**SONGS OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER FOR RECORDER**

9 of his classics arranged as duets for two recorders: All I Ask of You • Everything’s Alright • Go Go Go Joseph • I Don’t Know How to Love Him • Jesus Christ Superstar • Memory • The Music of the Night • Pie Jesu • Unexpected Song.

- **00710000** $4.95

**MEET THE GREAT MASTERS!**

_18 FAVORITE CLASSICS FOR YOUNG PLAYERS arranged by James Curnow_

_Curnow Music_

Students can get a taste of the great masters with this collection of 18 short pieces by composers such as Beethoven, Handel, Brahms, Haydn, Mozart, Bach, Wagner and others. The CD includes full orchestra backing tracks to enhance the playing experience.

- **44003423** Book/CD Pack $12.95

* Copyright 1998, De Haske Boeken, Utrecht. Used by permission.
THE BEST OF ELVIS
15 songs, including: All Shook Up • Burning Love • Heartbreak Hotel • Hound Dog • Love Me Tender • and more.

______00841383 ...............................................$4.95

PLAY BACK FESTIVAL
Song Festival for Soprano Recorder
De Haske Publications
This songbook is full of familiar children’s songs from different countries and includes an accompaniment CD that enables even beginners to play along with a full band and sound great! 37 songs in all, including: Alouette • Au Clair De Lune • Aura Lee • Frère Jacques • Mary Had a Little Lamb • Old MacDonald • Polly Wolly Doodle • This Old Man • and more.

______00841310 ...............................................$4.95

SOLOS FOR THE ALTO RECORDER PLAYER
Camden/Devereus
10 PIECES FOR SOPRANO RECORDER
by Otto M. Schwarz
This whimsical book/CD pack for soprano recorder includes ten delightful selections little ones will love. For each, there are two tracks on the accompanying CD: a complete version so you can hear how the song should sound, and a backing track only so you can play along. Features illustrations for each song.

______00331960 ...............................................$4.95

A SONG FOR YOU
10 PIECES FOR SOPRANO RECORDER
by Otto M. Schwarz
De Haske Publications
This book/CD pack for soprano recorder includes ten delightful selections little ones will love. For each, there are two tracks on the accompanying CD: a complete version so you can hear how the song should sound, and a backing track only so you can play along. Features illustrations for each song.

______44003980 Book/CD Pack.....................$12.95

MUSIC FOR THREE RECORDERs
MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE
16 selections playable by various combinations of recorders.

______00006056 .............................................$3.50

MUSIC OF THE RENAISSANCE
21 selections playable by various combinations of recorders.

______00006059 .............................................$3.95

MUSIC OF THE ROYAL COURT
14 selections playable by various combinations of recorders. (Rococo & Gallant Styles)

______00006060 .............................................$4.95

RECORDER FUN!
RECORDER FUN! TEACH YOURSELF THE EASY WAY!
This book/CD pack will have you playing 40 great songs on recorder in no time! The book includes all the information you will need to get started, plus an easy-to-use finger chart, and the demonstration/play-along CD features professional accompaniments to make you sound like a pro! Songs include: All Through the Night • Amazing Grace • Carnival of Venice • Cockles and Mussels • The Coventry Carol • La Cucaracha • A Mozart Melody • Simple Gifts • Zum Gali, Gali • more.

______00710005 Book/CD Pack .....................$7.95

THE SOUND OF MUSIC – MUSICALS
Selections from the popular movie, including: Do-Re-Mi • The Sound of Music • My Favorite Things • and more.

______00710200 ...............................................$5.95

TITANIC
8 pieces from the blockbuster, including: My Heart Will Go On • Southampton • Take Her to the Sea, Mr. Murdoch • and more.

______00841383 ...............................................$4.95

WALT DISNEY FAVORITES
A collection of 13 super Disney hits arranged for recorder solo or duet. Includes: Candle on the Water • It's a Small World • Some Day My Prince Will Come • Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious • When You Wish Upon a Star.

______07101010 ...............................................$4.95

MUSIC OF THE PRINCE OF EGYPT
The songbook is full of familiar songs from the hit show.

______00710402 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

DISNEY’S BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
The most famous Disney songs arranged for recorder solo or duet. Includes: Beauty and the Beast • Be Our Guest • Part of Your World.

______0710380 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

CHRISTMAS SONGS
A collection of traditional Christmas carols arranged for recorder solo and duet.

______0710372 Pack .....................................$9.95

DISNEY’S HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME
This collection includes songs from the animated movie.

______0710007 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

HIDE ’EM IN YOUR HEART
The songbook features easy arrangements of popular songs from the movie.

______0710036 Pack .....................................$9.95

DISNEY’S THE LION KING
Includes songs from the Broadway musical.

______0710389 Pack .....................................$9.95

DISNEY’S THE LION KING
This pack includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0710390 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

DISNEY’S THE LION KING
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0710018 Pack .....................................$9.95

DISNEY’S THE LITTLE MERMAID
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0710387 Pack .....................................$9.95

PATRIOTIC FAVORITES
Includes songs from the movie.

______0710031 Pack .....................................$9.95

DISNEY’S PINOCCHIO
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0710382 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

DISNEY’S POCAHONTAS
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0710002 Pack .....................................$9.95

POKEMON – 2.B.A. MASTER
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0710421 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

DISNEY’S POOH
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0710017 Pack .....................................$9.95

THE PRINCE OF EGYPT
Includes songs from the movie.

______02500208 Pack .....................................$9.95

DISNEY’S POOH
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______02500391 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

DISNEY’S POOH
Includes songs from the Disney movie.

______0250028 Pack .....................................$9.95

THE PRINCE OF EGYPT
Includes songs from the movie.

______02500391 Songbook Only .....................$4.95
RECORER

DISNEY’S SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS
______00710358 Pack .....................................$9.95
______00710379 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

SONGS FOR KIDS
______00710393 Pack .....................................$9.95
______00710395 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
______00710355 Pack .....................................$9.95
______00710381 Songbook Only .....................$4.95

DISNEY’S TARZAN
______00710023 Pack .....................................$9.95
______00710024 Book Only.............................$4.95

THE TIGGER MOVIE
______00710027 Pack .....................................$9.95

THE TOY STORY COLLECTION
______00710028 Pack .....................................$9.95

VEGGIETALES®
______00710030 Pack .....................................$9.95

A VERY VEGGIE CHRISTMAS
______00710038 Pack .....................................$9.95

MUSIC FOR RECORDER AND GUITAR
Each of these folios features music to be played on a C recorder (either soprano or tenor), with guitar, but the upper line may quite effectively be carried by a flute, oboe or violin, and the guitar parts may be played by harpsichord or piano. Arranged by Eugene Reichenthal.

BACH FOR RECORDER AND GUITAR
16 selections
______00006050 ...............................................$3.95

TELEMANN FOR RECORDER AND GUITAR
14 selections
______00006065 ...............................................$3.95

RELATED PUBLICATIONS

FLUTOPHONE AND TONETTE FOR BEGINNERS (ALSO FOR SONG FLUTE)
by Vinny Roberts
Beacon Music Co., Inc.
This fascinating approach to the study of music keeps pupil interest at a high level through the use of familiar songs (with lyrics), guitar and piano chords (for accompaniment) and delightful illustrations. Easy to read and fun to learn, this book does more than give the student basic musical knowledge. It stimulates an exciting desire for further active participation in the world of music.
______50394330 ...............................................$3.95

TONETTE: A METHOD FOR BEGINNERS
Also for Song Flute and Flutophones
by Dick Bennett
A terrific method for very young players. G is used as a starting note to help the beginner overcome the problem of holding the instrument. Lots of harmonies help create a band sound.
______50502360 ...............................................$3.95
SAXOPHONE

SAX INSTRUCTION

AMAZING PHRASING – TENOR SAXOPHONE

50 Ways to Improve Your Improvisational Skills
by Dennis Taylor
Amazing Phrasing is for any tenor saxophone player interested in learning how to improvise and how to improve their creative phrasing. The ideas are divided into three main sections: Harmony — explores scales, arpeggios, chord substitutions, harmonic embellishments, and other harmonic phrasing ideas; Rhythm — covers legato tonguing, swing feel, rhythmic displacement, how to manipulate time and other aspects of rhythmic phrasing; Melody — discusses contour lines, making patterns musical, developing a motif, building a solo, and many other melodic phrasing ideas. The companion CD includes 26 full-band tracks in various musical styles for listening and play along. Also available for guitar, keyboard and trumpet.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: TENOR AND SOPRANO SAX

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: ALTO AND BARITONE SAX

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

BLUEBERRY

FREESAXOPHONES

As In-Depth Look at the Styles of the Masters
by Dennis Taylor
This book and CD package is solely devoted to providing you with a complete overview of the techniques and styles popularized by the greatest blues saxophonists of all time. All the best are here: from the rough-hewn Chicago Blues of Eddie Shaw and A.C. Reed to the organ combo soul/jazz of Stanley Turrentine and Willis “Gator” Jackson. Includes lessons, music, historical analysis, rare photos, and more – everything you need to master the blues saxophone!

CREATIVE READING STUDIES FOR SAXOPHONE

by Joseph Viola
Berklee Series
Preparatory exercises and 38 reading studies combine to make this an excellent method for intermediate and advanced players. For the player who wants to improve technique, phrasing, and rhythmic accuracy, this method will be innovative and musically rewarding. 148 pages.

DAILY WARM-UP EXERCISES FOR SAXOPHONE

by Jackie McLean
Living sax legend Jackie McLean is one of the greatest alto players of the post-Parker era. For this book, he has assembled essential warm-up exercises to help students become familiar with playing through different keys ascending and descending chromatically. Includes a biography, an interview, many exercises, and transcriptions of his solos in “Bluesnik” and “Dig.” Sonny Rollins says, “Jackie McLean’s enormous contribution to American music makes it imperative for serious players and students to absorb the offerings of this book.”

FASTTRACK SAXOPHONE – METHOD BOOK 1

by Blake Neely
This latest book in the acclaimed FastTrack series teaches beginning sax players: 72 songs and examples; music notation; riffs, scales and keys; rock and blues styles; more!

FASTTRACK E-FLAT SAXOPHONE SONGBOOK – LEVEL 1

This songbook is an excellent supplement to the FastTrack Saxophone 1 instruction book. It includes a play-along CD with backing tracks so you can sound great playing these hot songs: Evil Ways (Santana) • 1 Want to Hold Your Hand (The Beatles) • In the Mood (Glenn Miller) • Jailhouse Rock (Elvis Presley) • Oh, Pretty Woman (Roy Orbison) • Silhouette (Kenny G) • Wonderful Tonight (Eric Clapton) • Your Song (Elton John).

STUDIES FOR SPLIT TRACK

by Joseph Viola
Preparatory exercises and 38 reading studies combine to make this an excellent method for intermediate and advanced players. For the player who wants to improve technique, phrasing, and rhythmic accuracy, this method will be innovative and musically rewarding. 148 pages.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: ALTO SAXOPHONE

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

CONTEMPORARY SAXOPHONE

by John Laughter
Preface by Ernie Watts
Foreword by Jay Davidson
Centerstream Publications
This book contains info on: creating solos; selecting a sax, mouthpiece, reed and ligature; mics and sound systems; choreography; and more. Includes an artists’ equipment list, discography, and CD performances by Jay Davidson and Don Wise.

FASTTRACK E-FLAT SAXOPHONE SONGBOOK – LEVEL 1

This songbook is an excellent supplement to the FastTrack Saxophone 1 instruction book. It includes a play-along CD with backing tracks so you can sound great playing these hot songs: Evil Ways (Santana) • 1 Want to Hold Your Hand (The Beatles) • In the Mood (Glenn Miller) • Jailhouse Rock (Elvis Presley) • Oh, Pretty Woman (Roy Orbison) • Silhouette (Kenny G) • Wonderful Tonight (Eric Clapton) • Your Song (Elton John).

AMAZING PHRASING – ALTO SAXOPHONE

50 Ways to Improve Your Improvisational Skills
by Dennis Taylor
Amazing Phrasing is for any alto saxophone player interested in learning how to improvise and how to improve their creative phrasing. The ideas are divided into three main sections: Harmony — explores scales, arpeggios, chord substitutions, harmonic embellishments, and other harmonic phrasing ideas; Rhythm — covers legato tonguing, swing feel, rhythmic displacement, how to manipulate time and other aspects of rhythmic phrasing; Melody — discusses contour lines, making patterns musical, developing a motif, building a solo, and many other melodic phrasing ideas. The companion CD includes 26 full-band tracks in various musical styles for listening and play along. Also available for guitar, keyboard and trumpet.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: BARITONE SAXOPHONE

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: TENOR AND SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: TENOR AND SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: TENOR AND SOPRANO SAXOPHONE

Get Your Band Together by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press
Discover how to play in a rock band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the saxophone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.
JAZZ EXERCISES AND ETUDES FOR THE ALTO SAXOPHONIST
by Jordon Ruwe
Houston Publishing
The exercises in this new book from Houston Publishing are designed to help the alto saxophonist develop more jazz technique and more control in the altissimo register. Includes jazz etudes on common chord progressions.

PLAY ALTO SAX TODAY! – LEVEL 1
Teach yourself to play the easy way! This method is designed to let beginners teach themselves with great easy-to-follow instruction and a play-along CD.

PLAY ALTO SAX TODAY! – LEVEL 2
There’s no better way to learn to play alto sax – either on your own or with an instructor – than with this book/CD pack! It features over 70 great songs and examples; 77 full-demo tracks on the accompanying CD; more new notes, keys and rhythms; a fingering chart; a glossary of musical terms; and much more.

HOT ROCK SAX – TECHNIQUES, LICKS, AND EFFECTS
by Tim Price
An invaluable text that gives the “real world” saxophonist a practical way to learn technique and style. Tim’s hands-on approach covers all the basics, including hardware, warm-ups, special effects, altissimo notes, the blues style, soloing over progressions, modal progressions, practical licks and lines, and much more. It gives today’s working saxophonist invaluable tools, study materials, and insight into the techniques used in pop, rock, funk, and R&B.

PLAY ALTO SAX TODAY! SONGBOOK
This companion songbook to the Play Alto Sax Today! method books features 10 great songs: Chariots of Fire • Forrest Gump – Main Title (Feather Theme) • Raiders March • Rock & Roll – Part II (The Hey Song) • Smoke on the Water • Star Trek® – The Motion Picture • Twist and Shout • We Will Rock You • Yesterday • You’ve Got a Friend in Me.

PLAY ALTO SAX TODAY! – PLUS
A 6” x 9” version featuring Level 1 instruction and 5 correlating songs.

BOOTS RANDOLPH’S ROCK AND ROLL SAXOPHONE
by Boots Randolph and Mike Shannon
This book/CD pack teaches the techniques and fundamentals of this influential instrumentalist’s style. Includes six solo transcriptions, an interview with Boots, photos, performances and play-alongs.

SAX FOR TWO
by Gene Kaplan
Houston Publishing
12 duets that assist saxophonists in learning various musical styles, including big band swing, shuffle, bebop blues, hard rock, Latin and more. For all saxes.

SAX CHORDS & SOLOS
by Woody Herman
A comprehensive workbook of scales and chords necessary to the development of playing technique together with selected alto sax solos emphasizing the technical principles presented.

SAXOPHONE STYLES
Centerstream Publishing
This cool new book/CD pack lets saxophonists play along in a variety of styles, such as rock, salsa, reggae, chorinho, chamané, funk, soul, and gospel.

TECHNIQUE OF THE SAXOPHONE – SCALE STUDIES
by Joseph Viola
Berklee Press
A highly effective and comprehensive workshop for developing complete technical and musical skills on the saxophone. This Volume One workshop features innovative exercises and solos that will help you learn melody, harmony, rhythm, and improvisation techniques for the saxophone. Specific performance tools also provide a solid foundation for learning to improvise. This book covers general practice tips, all major scales and related modes, plus 210 exercises designed to enable students to perform any major scale, beginning on any scale degree.

SAX FOR TWO

SAX CHORDS & SOLOS

SAXOPHONE STYLES

TECHNIQUE OF THE SAXOPHONE – SCALE STUDIES

SAXOPHONE STYLES

TECHNIQUE OF THE SAXOPHONE – CHORD STUDIES

SAX SCALES, CHORDS & SOLOS

TECHNIQUE OF THE SAXOPHONE – SCALE STUDIES

TECHNIQUE OF THE SAXOPHONE – CHORD STUDIES
improvisation techniques for saxophone. Includes syncopated rhythms and challenging unconventional rhythm notation, double-time exercises in a variety of meters, and 15 etudes that incorporate the concepts presented.

CHRIS VADALA – PLAY ALONG FUSION
ALTO SAXOPHONE
De Haske Publications
Features 5 solos for alto saxophone with written improvisations from this popular jazz/classical performer and educator. Includes a full-demo CD with Vadala playing the pieces himself. Titles include: Break Down • JB & MP • Summercamp • Little Girl • Picture This!.

44003987 Book/CD Pack..........................$15.95

CHRIS VADALA – PLAY ALONG JAZZ SOLOS
ALTO SAXOPHONE
De Haske Publications
7 solos for alto saxophone with written improvisations from this popular jazz/classical performer and educator. Tunes include: Blue Bird • Dark Blue Room • Havana • I Don’t Know • Nickle Blues • Sailing • Village Place. Also includes a full-demo CD with Vadala playing each piece.

44003988 Book/CD Pack..........................$15.95

MICHAEL BRECKER COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Features 14 solos including: African Skies • Cabin Fever • Delta City Blues • Impressions • Slings and Arrows • and more. Also includes a biography, discography, and extensive playing notes.

00672429 Saxophone.............................$19.95

THE BRECCKER BROTHERS – ... AND ALL THEIR JAZZ
15 jazz transcriptions for trumpet, tenor sax, and small ensemble. Includes: Lovely Lady • Night Flight • Oh My Stars • Rocks • Some Skunk Funk • more.

00672351 Trumpet, Tenor Saxophone.$19.95

THE JULIAN "CANNONBALL" ADDERLEY COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Compiled and Edited by Tim Price
A fabulous volume that includes 24 solo transcriptions and performance notes, including classic tunes such as: Dat Dere • Love for Sale • Freddie Freeloader • Limehouse Blues • The Way You Look Tonight • Scotch and Water • Jeannine • All Blues • and more. Also includes an interview with brother Nat Adderley and memorabilia photos.

00673244 Alto Saxophone.....................$19.95

CLAUD BOLLING – LE PAPILLON
Book/CD Pack.................................$19.95

MICHAEL BRECKER
Artist Transcriptions
One of the most commanding and instantly recognizable sounds in music today is the tenor saxophone of Grammy Award winner Michael Brecker. Brecker has recorded with some of the biggest names in pop and jazz, including Quincy Jones, Eric Clapton, Chick Corea, Billy Joel, and Paul Simon, in addition to his own solo career and recordings with The Brecker Brothers. This collection of 18 note-for-note transcriptions also features a biography, notational guide, and alternate fingerings. Includes: Straphangin’ • Safari • Original Rays • Itsbynne Reel • Don’t Try This at Home • Wakaria • and more.

00841054 Saxophone and Piano .............$9.95

THE BEST OF THE BRECCKER BROTHERS
This collection of 11 sketch scores features tracks from Return of the Brecker Brothers and the double Grammy winner Out of the Loop. Tunes include: Above and Below • African Skies • And Then She Wept • Big Idea • Good Gracious • Harpoon • King of the Lobby • Slugs • Song for Barry • Sozinho (Alone) • Spherical. Also includes an introduction and a discography.

00672447 Sketch Scores......................$19.95

BENNY CARTER – THE COLLECTION
transcribed by Don Erjavec
Artist Transcriptions
24 solo transcriptions by this jazz giant including solos recorded from 1933 to 1992. Contents include: Blues for George • Key Largo • Only Trust Your Heart • When Lights Are Low • and many more. Includes biography, photos and a discography.

00672341 Alto Saxophone.....................$22.95

BENNY CARTER PLAYS STANDARDS
Artist Transcriptions
Benny Carter’s career spans the gamut of American music. This carefully selected collection of 24 transcriptions includes Carter solos from 1936 to 1994. Contents include: I Can’t Get Started • Indian • Lover Man • Misty • Prelude to a Kiss • more.

00672315 Alto Saxophone.....................$22.95

THE JAMES CARTER COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
13 solo transcriptions from this contemporary saxophonist, including: Born to Be Blue • JC on the Set • Out of Nowhere • Parker’s Mood • Round Midnight • and more.

00672394 All saxophones....................$19.95
JOHN COLTRANE – A LOVE SUPREME

**Artist Transcriptions**

“A Love Supreme” has been called Coltrane’s most acclaimed and definitive album, his “gift to God.” This book presents 96 choruses in all! Includes analysis of the tune and solos, a discography with historical notes regarding the recordings.

---

**THE MUSIC OF JOHN COLTRANE**

_Jazz Giants Series_

Coltrane, musician and composer, was the most influential innovator of modern jazz — a genius on the tenor and soprano saxophones. Through the years he played with such greats as Dizzy Gillespie, Johnny Hodges, Miles Davis, Thelonious Monk, and his own quartet, and he received numerous Jazz Awards and Honors including being entered into Down Beat’s Hall Of Fame. This comprehensive collection includes more than 100 of this jazz master’s best works and includes a biography and discography — making this a perfect souvenir folio.

---

**STAN GETZ – BOSSA NOVAS**

**Artist Transcriptions**

Stan Getz’s mastery of the saxophone was never more in evidence than on his bossa nova recordings. This book focuses exclusively on Getz’s groundbreaking bossa nova recordings of the early to middle 1960s and includes a biography and discography. Songs include: Insensatez • Menina Flor • One Note Samba • Quiet Night of Quiet Stars (Corcovado) • Samba de Duas Notas • and more.

---

**GREAT TENOR SAX SOLOS**

Compiled and transcribed by Tim Price

An outstanding jazz collection of 24 transcribed solos from some of the world’s greatest tenor sax artists. Includes: St. Thomas (Sonny Rollins) • Body and Soul (Coleman Hawkins) • Lester Leaps In (Lester Young) • Parker 51 (Stan Getz) • Tune Up (Sonny Stitt) • Bye Bye Blues (Lew Tabackin) • I’m Old Fashioned (Peter Christlieb) • Bye Bye Blackbird (John Coltrane) • and more. Also includes an introduction and notes about each piece.

---

**Dexter Gordon – Jazz Saxophone Solos**

The excitement of a musical career spanning over 30 years is captured here in the 22 solos composed by Gordon and transcribed directly off his recordings. Chord changes for tenor sax and “in concert” key are provided along with Gordon’s own articulations.
THE BEST OF JOE HENDERSON

*Artist Transcriptions*

This collection includes 16 transcriptions of some of the best solos from one of the world's greatest tenor sax players. Includes: Inner Urge • Punjab • Recorda Me • and 12 more. Includes full scores for:

- The Kicker • Mo' Joe • Power to the People • A Shade of Jade. Also includes discography and biography.

_00672330 Tenor Saxophone ...............$22.95

JOE HENDERSON – SELECTIONS FROM “LUSH LIFE” AND “SO NEAR, SO FAR”

*Artist Transcriptions*

From two Grammy-winning albums, this collection of 13 transcribed solos details the artistry of Joe's classic style. Includes: Blood Count • Flamenco Sketches • Lush Life • Milestones • So Near, So Far • Take the "A" Train • and more. Also includes discography and biography.

_00673241 All Saxophones ...................$22.95

_00673229 All Saxophones ...................$19.95

BILLY JOE’S BIGGEST HITS

Includes 30 songs: A Matter of Trust • Honesty • Just the Way You Are • Piano Man • Tell Her About It • and more.

_00844163 Alto Saxophone ..................$5.95

KENNY G – BREATHTHESS

*Artist Transcriptions*

Transcribed scores plus special 32-page note-for-note saxophone parts for all the songs on his hit album. 14 songs, including: Forever in Love • The Wedding Song • and more.

_00673229 All Saxophones ..................$19.95

BEST OF KENNY G

*Artist Transcriptions*

Complete scores to 14 of his best, featuring a separate pull-out section with complete saxophone melody and solos transcribed. Songs include: Songbird • Silhouette • Going Home • and more.

_00673239 All Saxophones ..................$19.95

KENNY G – CLASSICS IN THE KEY OF G

This matching folio to his "classics" album features transcribed scores, plus a special 32-page note-for-note saxophone part. Includes Kenny's take on 10 sensational standards: Body and Soul • Desafinado • The Girl from Ipanema • In a Sentimental Mood • The Look of Love • Over the Rainbow • ’Round Midnight • Stranger on the Shore • Summertime • What a Wonderful World.

_00672462 Artist Transcriptions ............$19.95

KENNY G – EASY SOLOS FOR SAXOPHONE

12 of his best for the beginning player, including: Forever in Love • Silhouette • Songbird • The Wedding Song • and more. Includes full scores for:

- Santa Claus Is Comin’ to Town • Sleigh Ride • and more.

_00841000 All Saxophones ....................$12.95

KENNY G – FAITH: A HOLIDAY ALBUM

*Artist Transcriptions*

Matching folio with 11 tracks arranged in the smooth Kenny G style, including: The Christmas Song (Chesnut) Roasting on an Open Fire) • I’ll Be Home for Christmas • Let It Snow! Let It Snow!

_00672485 Saxophone .......................$14.95

KENNY G – FOREVER IN LOVE

*Sheet Music*

Kenny G's romantic ballad arranged for soprano, tenor, or alto saxophone with piano accompaniment.

_00849918 All Saxophones ....................$3.95

KENNY G – IN THE KEY OF G

*Artist Transcriptions*

Includes transcribed score plus special 40-page note-for-note saxophone part. 12 songs, including the title piece and: Always • Havana • Innocence • That Somebody Was You • and more.

_00672373 All Saxophones ..................$19.95

KENNY G SIGNATURE LICKS

*Book/CD Pack*

Learn the licks that have made Kenny G one of the most popular sax players ever. This book/audio pack examines his style and techniques. Includes examples from his most popular songs and play-along parts on the CD for five songs.

_0067241 All Saxophones ....................$22.95

KENNY G – WEDDING SONG

*Sheet Music*

Arranged for soprano, tenor, or alto saxophone with piano accompaniment.

_00674938 All Saxophones ....................$3.95

THE CLASSIC JOHN KLEMMER SONGBOOK

*Centerstream Publishing*

A true music innovator, composer and saxophonist John Klemmer is credited with paving the way for the smooth jazz and new age genres. This unique book/CD pack contains Klemmer's actual recorded tunes from his hit MCA records Touched and Barefoot Ballet. Following the recorded versions are complete rhythm tracks for soling and improvising. Songs include: Body Pulse • Crystal Fingers • Forest Child • Free Fall Lover • Glass Dolphins • Poem Painter • Rain Dancer • Sleeping Eyes • Talking Hands • Watersheds • and more, in both concert key for all instruments, and in B♭ for saxophone. Includes spoken introductions by Klemmer, a biography, and a foreword by Rheuben Allen, owner of LA’s famous Sax Shop.

_00000280 Book/CD Pack ....................$22.95

JOE LOVANO COLLECTION

*Artist Transcriptions*

One of the most familiar names on the jazz scene today is tenor saxophonist Joe Lovano. This collection features 14 note-for-note transcriptions, including: Body and Soul • The Dawn of Time • Miss Etna • Prelude to a Kiss • and more. Also includes a biography and discography.

_0067236 Soprano/Alto/Tenor Saxophone......$19.95
THE JAMES MOODY COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
15 transcriptions for saxophone or flute, including:
Groovin' High • Indiana (Back Home Again in Indiana) • It Might As Well Be Spring • Polka Dots and Moonbeams • Wave • and more.

THE FRANK MORGAN COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Features 14 fabulous alto sax transcriptions of standards played by the mighty Frank Morgan: All the Things You Are • Easy Living • Half Nelson • How Deep Is the Ocean • In a Sentimental Mood • It Might as Well Be Spring • Mood Indigo • My Old Flame • The Nearness of You • A Night in Tunisia • You've Changed • and more. Includes a discography and a bio detailing his remarkable career comeback.

THE LEW TABACKIN COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
A gifted improviser equally at home on tenor saxophone and flute, Lew Tabackin is the main soloist with his wife Yoshiko Akiyoshi's Jazz Orchestra. This collection includes note-for-note transcriptions of 12 tunes: The Best Thing For You • Broken Dreams • Chasin' the Carrot • Dig • Easy Living • Fashion's Flower • I Wished on the Moon • I'll Be Seeing You • Ishfahan • Love Letters • Pyramid • Sentimental Journey. The book also includes a biography and a discography.

TENOR SAXOPHONE STANDARDS
Classic Jazz Masters
Some of the greatest tenor saxophone solos ever recorded! Features transcriptions of Stan Getz playing “Body and Soul” and “Broadway;” Wardell Gray improvising on “Lover Man;” Coleman Hawkins famous “Body and Soul” and “Star Dust;” Ben Webster performing “A Single Petal of a Rose;” and more classics – 18 solos in all, many available for the first time anywhere. Includes a foreword and discography.

THE BEST OF GROVER WASHINGTON, JR.
Cherry Lane Music
One of the most successful saxophonists of all time, Grover Washington, Jr. made and recorded beautiful music for over 30 years before his untimely passing. This folio transcribes 13 of his favorites for saxophone. Works include: East River Drive • It Feels So Good • Just the Two of Us • Let It Flow • Mr. Magic • Take Five • Take Me There • Winelight • and more. Also includes a bio with photos.

THE ART PEPPER COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Jazz legend Art Pepper was a leading jazz voice in the '40s and '50s who returned in the ‘70s to unprecedented acclaim. His style continued to mature throughout the years, but the beauty and virtuosity remained. This folio presents his finest solos from 1952 through 1979. It also includes many photos, some published for the first time. Titles include: Surf Ride (two versions) • Pepper Returns • Straight Life • The Trip • Diane • and more.

THE SOНNY ROLLINS COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Long known as one of the greatest improvisers in the history of jazz, Mr. Rollins chose the title listing and personally supervised every aspect of this folio. Not only are his recorded solos included, but Mr. Rollins has included transcriptions of live performances of these titles previously unavailable in any form. Titles include: Biji • Duke of Iron • Echo-Side Blue • Hear What I'm Saying • Sonnymoon for Two • Wynton • and more. Includes a biography and comprehensive discography. A true collector's item!

THE BEST OF CHARLIE PARKER
A Step-by-Step Breakdown of the Styles and Techniques of a Jazz Legend
by Mark Voelpel
Saxophone Signature Licks
Book/CD Pack
Learn the trademark riffs, solos, and compositions of the man who revolutionized jazz on the saxophone. An in-depth analysis of twelve classics, including: Anthropology • Billie's Bounce (Bill's Bounce) • Confirmation • Donna Lee • Ko Ko • Moose the Mooche • Now's the Time • Ornithology • Scrapple from the Apple • more.

TANGO SOLOS FOR SAXOPHONE
Play-Along Tangos, Milongas and Waltzes
by Jorge Polanuer
Centerstream Publishing
Argentinian author, sax player, composer and teacher Jorge Polanuer says in the intro to this book, “Tango is not for the spineless.” So, if you’re feeling brave and ready to unleash the emotion of this passionate music, get your sax and play along with the 12 great tunes in this book! The CD features full recordings of Jorge and his saxophone quartet Cuatro Vientos, plus accompaniment-only tracks. For tenor and alto players.

THE LEW TABACKIN COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
A gifted improviser equally at home on tenor saxophone and flute, Lew Tabackin is the main soloist with his wife Yoshiko Akiyoshi's Jazz Orchestra. This collection includes note-for-note transcriptions of 12 tunes: The Best Thing For You • Broken Dreams • Chasin' the Carrot • Dig • Easy Living • Fashion's Flower • I Wished on the Moon • I'll Be Seeing You • Ishfahan • Love Letters • Pyramid • Sentimental Journey. The book also includes a biography and a discography.

THE SOНNY ROLLINS COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Long known as one of the greatest improvisers in the history of jazz, Mr. Rollins chose the title listing and personally supervised every aspect of this folio. Not only are his recorded solos included, but Mr. Rollins has included transcriptions of live performances of these titles previously unavailable in any form. Titles include: Biji • Duke of Iron • Echo-Side Blue • Hear What I'm Saying • Sonnymoon for Two • Wynton • and more. Includes a biography and comprehensive discography. A true collector's item!

THE ART PEPPER COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Jazz legend Art Pepper was a leading jazz voice in the '40s and '50s who returned in the ‘70s to unprecedented acclaim. His style continued to mature throughout the years, but the beauty and virtuosity remained. This folio presents his finest solos from 1952 through 1979. It also includes many photos, some published for the first time. Titles include: Surf Ride (two versions) • Pepper Returns • Straight Life • The Trip • Diane • and more.
ERNIE WATTS
SAXOPHONE COLLECTION
Artist Transcriptions
Tonight Show veteran and top session artist Ernie Watts has assembled a 16 tune collection of his best solo work. Includes: Inward Glance • Live Your Dreams • Continental Blues • On the Border • and more. Also includes biography, discography, and photos.

___00673256 All Saxophones ...................$18.95

PLAY-ALONG SOLOS

O CANADA!
Play-Along Solo for Alto Saxophone
An alto sax transcription with a play-along CD that includes a full band demonstration, backing tracks only, and a saxophone solo only.

___00841552 .............................................$6.95

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
Play-Along Solo for Alto Saxophone
An alto sax transcription with a play-along CD that includes a full band demonstration, backing tracks only, and a saxophone solo only.

___00841551 .............................................$6.95

REFERENCE

MASTERS OF JAZZ SAXOPHONE
edited by Dave Gelly
Miller Freeman Books
With over 100 color photos and insightful essays written by world-class jazz authorities, this book illustrates the saxophone’s role in jazz from its earliest 1920s roots through today. It describes how the sound of jazz has been shaped in the hands of Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young, Charlie Parker, John Coltrane, Branford Marsalis, Sonny Rollins, and many other legendary saxophonists in varying styles. It also includes a comprehensive guide to the finest recordings featuring jazz saxophone.

___00330597 .............................................$39.95

THE SAX & BRASS BOOK
edited by Tony Bacon
Miller Freeman Books
This is the first illustrated history of the horns that have defined jazz and enhanced rock, pop, and R&B with an astonishingly expressive range of distinctive, classy sounds.

With a bright mix of sparkling color photography and engaging narrative, the book explores the evolving music, brilliant musicians, and leading makers of these inspiring instruments from the 1920s to 1990s. 200 color photos, including three fold-out spreads. 120 pages, 7-1/2” x 9-3/4”

___00330397 Hardcover ...........................$24.95
___00331017 Softcover .............................$19.95
Berklee Practice Method: Violin

by Matt Glaser and Mimi Rabson

Berklee Press

Get your band together! This is the first-ever method that teaches you to play in a rock band. Learn how to listen, interact and respond, improvise, and become part of the groove. Become the great violin player that everyone wants to have in their band! Part of the Berklee Practice Method, available for 12 different instruments.

00449434 Book/CD Pack.......................... $14.95

Beyond Classical Violin

An Introduction to the World of Improvisation

by Charlie Bisharat

Cherry Lane Music

Charlie Bisharat, renowned violinist for John Tesh, offers every violinist the tools and skill necessary to play improvised music! This book/CD pack contains everything you need to know about groove and feel, playing over chord changes, and extended techniques. Musical examples are in the styles of Shankar, Grappelli, Goodman, and Ponty, and cover jazz, blues, rock, popular, ethnic and world music.

02503810 Book/CD Pack.......................... $17.95

Claude Bolling – Suite for Violin & Jazz Piano

by Julie Lyonn Lieberman

Learn some of the most important fiddle and violin styles in the world! With this book and the help of the practice CD, players will be guided through dozens of left- and right-hand exercises and tunes designed to help develop the feel of a variety of styles and ways they can be used for improvisation. Includes an introduction by Turtle Island String Quartet, and photos and quotes from dozens of musicians. Author Julie Lyonn Lieberman has also written Improvising Violin, You Are Your Instrument and Planet Musician, and has taught thousands of string players worldwide how to improvise through her workshops and private lessons.

00695420 Book/CD Pack.......................... $23.95

Easy Violin Pieces

World’s Favorite Series #91

Ashley Publications Inc.

38 easy favorites: Barcarolle • Serenata • Poeme • Fascination • Traumerei • Valse Triste • Carnival of Venice • Humoresque.

00510091 ............................................. $14.95

George Gershwin – Selections from Porgy and Bess for Violin and Piano

Transcribed by Jascha Heifetz Chappell

Long out of print, these virtuoso transcriptions by the legendary violinist Jascha Heifetz date from 1947, and have previously been available only separately. These showpieces capture the excitement of Gershwin’s score in a unique and fascinating way. Includes: It Ain’t Necessarily So • Summertime • A Woman Is a Sometime Thing • I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’ • Bess, You Is My Woman • Tempo Di Blues.

00660123 ............................................. $10.95

Graceful Ghost Rag

Violin & Piano – Bolcom

A fantastic new adaptation of a popular piano solo piece by the Pulitzer-prize winning composer William Bolcom – a perfect recital piece!

00009430 ............................................. $12.00

Improvising Violin

by Julie Lyonn Lieberman

Written for the violinist who longs to leave the confines of the written page, Improvising Violin is a comprehensive guide to the art and science of successful string improvisation. With clear, step-by-step explanations and instructions, acclaimed teacher and performer Lieberman breaks down all of the components necessary to master improvisation in jazz, the blues, swing, folk, rock and new age styles, offering dozens of helpful tips on theory and technique along the way.

00000278 Book/CD Pack.......................... $19.95

Dave Matthews Band – Just the Riffs For Violin

by Mark Wood

Cherry Lane Music

Learn 70 fantastic riffs from innovative DMB violinist Boyd Tinsley. Author Mark Wood assembles Boyd’s best from the songs on four albums, including: Ants Marching • The Best of What’s Around • Crash into Me • Crush • Everyday • Halloween • If I Had It All • Jimi Thing • Lie in Our Graves • Pig • Proudest Monkey • Rhyme & Reason • Satellite • Say Goodbye • So Much to Say • The Space Between • Stay (Wasting Time) • Too Much • What Would You Say • When the World Ends • and more. Includes an interview with Tinsley and notes on his equipment.

02500379 Just the Riffs – Violin............... $9.95
MORE VIOLIN FUN
arranged by Nico Dezaire
De Haske Publications
Brush up your solo performance with this fun book/CD pack for second-year violinists. It features 15 easy pieces to practice, then play along — with a real orchestral! — on the accompanying CD.

44004018 Book/CD Pack.............................$14.95

MUSICAL SOUVENIRS FOR VIOLIN
by Jos van den Dungen
De Haske Publications
This book/CD pack for the advanced player features ten pieces in popular styles, including tango, Hungarian, Irish and jazz music composed especially for the violin. Each piece is recorded twice on the accompanying CD: one full version, and one accompaniment-only track to play along with.

44003399 Book/CD Pack.............................$14.95

POP & FOLK FOR LITTLE STARS
by Jos van den Dungen
De Haske Publications
This delightful book/CD pack features 15 short pieces in various styles for the intermediate violinist. The CD includes accompaniment tracks to enhance practice or performance!

44003398 Book/CD Pack.............................$12.95

THREE PIECES FROM SCHINDLER'S LIST
Violin & Piano
Three beautiful pieces from the Academy Award-winning film with music by John Williams.

00849954 .............................................$12.95

TWENTY IRISH FIDDLE TUNES
taught by Kevin Burke
Homespun
Kevin Burke, one of the true masters of the Irish fiddle, teaches these 20 tunes taken from his vast repertoire of Irish traditional music. He plays each one slowly for novice players, then up to tempo with all the ornaments to give the learning instrumentalist the true feel of the tune. Songs: Rolling in the Ryegrass • The Sligo Maid • The Earl's Chair • The Wind That Shakes the Barley • Down the Broom • The Gatehouse Maid • The Sailor on the Rock • The Humours of Lissadell • The Maid Behind the Bar • The Maids of Mitchelstown • The Stack of Barley • Rise a Mile • Tune from Gurteen • The Scotsman over the Border • Tommy People's Jig • Andy McGann's Jig • Old Man Dillon • Sean Ryan's Jig • A Polka • A Slide

00641476 Book/CD Pack.............................$19.95

VIOLIN FUN
17 Easy Violin Pieces for the First Year
by Dinie Goedhart
arr. Nico Dezaire
De Haske Publications
Violin Fun contains several original pieces for beginning violinists. The book can be used as a supplement to lessons or as practice material, and the accompanying CD includes background accompaniment so that even beginners can sound great while practicing!

44003394 Book/CD Pack.............................$14.95

STRINGS REFERENCE
by Hugo Pinksterboer
The Tipbook Company
This fantastic illustrated guide provides a five-year summary of auction activity, arranged alphabetically by maker and instrument with high, low and average selling prices. Includes all results from Sotheby's, Christie's and other houses.

00330883 .............................................$39.95

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT AUCTION PRICE GUIDE, 2002 EDITION
String Letter Publishing
Since 1990, musical instrument dealers, appraisers, collectors and experts in the trade have relied upon this comprehensive annual guide. Now you can have the same powerful information at your fingertips! This illustrated book offers the most in-depth data available on the values of antique and vintage instruments and bows. It provides: prices for thousands of instruments auctioned in 2001, shown in U.S. dollars and British pounds; a five-year summary of auction activity, arranged alphabetically by maker and instrument with high, low and average selling prices; contact information for major auction houses; full-page, full-color photos; and much more!

00330761 .............................................$39.95

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT AUCTION PRICE GUIDE, 2001 EDITION
String Letter Publishing
This fantastic illustrated guide offers the most comprehensive information available on antique and handmade instrument and bow values. Issued annually, this is the only reference work that provides a five-year summary of auction activity, arranged alphabetically by maker and instrument with high, low, and average selling prices. Includes all results from Sotheby's, Christie's and other houses.

00330959 ...............................................$9.95

A CELLI'S LIFE
Strings Backstage
One of the 20th century’s most distinguished cellists, Colin Hampton, is your guide to a bygone world of classical music and musicians. Through his witty, convivial, and candid narratives, you’ll also encounter such luminaries as Pablo Casals, Ernest Bloch, Igor Stravinsky, Arturo Toscanini, Béla Bartók, Yehudi Menuhin, and other as never before. 6” x 9”

00330753 .............................................$12.95

TIPBOOK – CELLO
THE BEST GUIDE TO YOUR INSTRUMENT
by Hugo Pinksterboer
The Tipbook Company
The Tipbook Series books are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient guides for players who want to get the most out of their instrument. They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other experts — for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: lessons, teachers and practicing • all jargon explained • basic background information • price indications • the history and the family of the instrument • and more.

00330959 .............................................$9.95
STRINGS

21ST-CENTURY CELLISTS
Strings Backstage Series
String Letter Publishing
This collection of interviews sparks with the individual personalities of some of this century's most gifted cellists. With voices as unique as their instruments, these musicians reveal the facets and textures of their professional and personal lives. From the intrepid Bion Tsang to the dynamic Kenneth Slowik and the charming Yo-Yo Ma, these artists and many others discuss what it's like to be a soloist, member of an ensemble, composer, mentor, musical activist and recording artist. How they began, what cultural and historical forces shaped them, how they practice, how they work with other musicians, their performance secrets and anxieties, what moves and inspires them — all this and more comes to life in this series of revealing one-on-one interviews with the writers of Strings magazine. 6" x 9" $12.95

THE VIOLIN — A COMPLETE HISTORY
edited by Tony Bacon
Backbeat Books
This lavish book features breathtaking color photos of the finest violins and bows from makers of every era — from Stradivari and other Cremona masters, to modern high-tech instruments. Detailed essays from international experts include profiles of great players, techniques of the classic builders, and more. Cloth, with slipcase, numbered limited edition, with 300 color photos, including 10 fold-out spreads. 6" x 9" $14.95

VIOLIN OWNER'S MANUAL
String Letter Publishing
Here's the book that should have come with your violin! Written by a team of leading instrument makers, repairers and musicians, this is the one comprehensive guide to selecting, understanding, preserving and protecting any violin, from a modest fiddle to a priceless Stradivari. Richly illustrated with photographs and drawings, it covers topics including: selecting the proper instrument and bow, understanding common repairs, finding the right maker, guarding against theft, getting a good setup, protecting your violin, choosing a case, and more.

21ST CENTURY STRING QUARTETS, VOL. 1
Strings Backstage
String Letter Publishing
In this collection of in-depth interviews from the publishers of Strings magazine, some of the most talented and inspiring string quartets of our time explain how they work through their personal and musical relationships, from the practice room to the stage. 6" x 9" $12.95

VIOLIN VIRTUOSOS
Strings Backstage
String Letter Publishing
An exceptional variety of dynamic violin soloists are making their mark on the world's stages at the dawn of this new century. "Violin Virtuosos" takes you into their world. In these compelling profiles, each musician reveals the personal, technical, and psychological aspects of their lives in music: how they cope with isolation, how they approach and interpret their repertoire, and what kindles their passions and unites them with their audiences. This fascinating companion to Vol. 1 includes profiles of Joshua Bell, Vadim Repin, Kyung-Wha Chung, Hilary Hahn, Viktoria Mullova, Leila Josefowicz, Christian Tetzlaff and more.

TIPBOOK – VIOLIN & VIOLA
by Hugo Pinksterboer
The Tipbook Company
The Tipbook Series books are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient guides for players who want to get the most out of their instrument. They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other experts — for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: lessons, teachers and practicing • all jargon explained • basic background information • price indications • the history and the family of the instrument • and more. The violin and viola book covers topics such as: selecting and play-testing violins and violas, buying strings, bows and accessories, maintenance and tuning, as well as a violinist's glossary. 4-1/8" x 8-1/4" $9.95

THE VIOLIN — A COMPLETE HISTORY
edited by Tony Bacon
Backbeat Books
This lavish book features breathtaking color photos of the finest violins and bows from makers of every era — from Stradivari and other Cremona masters, to modern high-tech instruments. Detailed essays from international experts include profiles of great players, techniques of the classic builders, and more. Cloth, with slipcase, numbered limited edition, with 300 color photos, including 10 fold-out spreads. 6" x 9" $75.00
TROMBONE

BERKLEE PRACTICE METHOD: TROMBONE

Get Your Band Together
by Jim Odgren, Bill Pierce and the Berklee Faculty
Berklee Press

Learn how to play in a band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the trombone in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

$14.95

PLUNGER TECHNIQUES: THE AL GREY PLUNGER METHOD FOR TROMBONE AND TRUMPET

by Al Grey and Mike Grey
Second Floor Music

Learn how to play the plunger from a master of the art: Al Grey. As a widely acclaimed jazz trombonist, Al has demonstrated his unique plunger talents with a variety of different bands, most notably with Count Basie. He has developed a new way to noteate the subtle effects plunger playing can achieve and he explains the secrets of correct equipment preparation and technique. Detailed instruction is accompanied by exercises and examples which are demonstrated on a cassette by Al alone and with a studio brass and rhythm section. Also included is a stage band arrangement by Al and his son Mike which is also on the cassette.

$19.95

EXERCISES AND ETUDES FOR THE JAZZ INSTRUMENTALIST

by J.J. Johnson

Exercises and Etudes for the Jazz Instrumentalist is a collection of original pieces by the master Trombonist/Composer J.J. Johnson. Designed as study material and playable by any instrument, these pieces run the gamut of the jazz experience, featuring common and uncommon time signatures and keys, and styles from ballads to funk. They are progressively graded so that both beginners and professionals will be challenged by the demands of this wonderful music. Published in both treble and bass clef editions, with text by J.J. 00842042 Treble Clef Edition $16.95 00842018 Bass Clef Edition $16.95

$14.95

J.J. JOHNSON COLLECTION

Artist Transcriptions

This collection by the legendary trombonist contains 23 of his best recorded solos, including: Coffee Pot • Blue Nun • Fatback • Opus De Focus • and many more.

$9.95

TIPBOOK – TRUMPET & TROMBONE, CORNET & FLUGELHORN

by Hugo Pinksterboer
The Tipbook Company

The Tipbook Series books are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient guides for players who want to get the most out of their instrument. They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other experts – for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: lessons, teachers and practicing • all jargon explained • basic background information • price indications • the history and the family of the instrument • and more. The trumpet and trombone book covers topics such as selecting and play-testing trumpets, cornets, flugelhorns and trombones, buying mouthpieces and mutes, tuning, and a brass players’ glossary. 4-1/8“ x 8-1/4”

$9.95

JIGGS WHIGHAM – PLAY ALONG JAZZ SOLOS

6 Duets and Solos for Trombone with Written Improvisations
De Haske Publications

This exceptional play-along book/CD pack features six swingin’ songs for one or two trombones by internationally acclaimed trombonist, bandleader and educator Jiggs Whigham: The Ballad of 44 • Elegy (In Swing) • A Fine Holiday • Havana • I Don’t Know • Kind of Miles.

$14.95

JIGGS WHIGHAM – PLAY ALONG FUSION

5 Solos for Trombone
De Haske Publications

Jiggs Whigham, internationally acclaimed trombonist, bandleader and educator, presents five trombone solos complete with an accompaniment CD to enhance practice or performance! Titles include: Black Cat, Black Hat • Highway Drive • Hot Tamele • Little Girl • Picture This!

$14.95
Amazing Phrasing – Trumpet

50 Ways to Improve Your Improvisational Skills
by Dennis Taylor & Steve Herrman

Amazing Phrasing is for any trumpet player interested in learning how to improve and how to improve their creative phrasing. The 50 ideas are divided into three main sections: Harmony – explores scales, arpeggios, chord substitutions, harmonic embellishments, and other harmonic phrasing ideas; Rhythm – covers legato tonguing, swing feel, rhythmic displacement, how to manipulate time, and other aspects of rhythmic phrasing; Melody – discusses contour lines, making patterns musical, developing a motif, building a solo, and many other melodic phrasing ideas. The companion CD contains 26 demo tracks for listening, as well as many play-along examples so you can practice improvising over various musical styles and progressions. Also available for guitar, keyboard, and tenor saxophone.

Berklee Practice Method: Trumpet

Get Your Band Together
by Tiger Okoshi, Charles Lewis, and the Berklee Faculty

Berklee Press

Discover how to play in a band with this Berklee Practice Method book/CD pack! Lessons throughout the book guide you through technique that is specific to playing the trumpet in a contemporary ensemble. You’ll learn: melody and improvisation, phrasing, articulations, breathing, chords, scales, theory, comping, reading, interpreting lead sheets, and much more. Daily practice routines are designed for practicing by yourself, or with other musicians. The accompanying CD features outstanding Berklee players and covers a variety of styles, including rock, funk, jazz, blues, swing and bossa nova.

ARTURO SANDOVAL – PLAYING TECHNIQUES & PERFORMANCE STUDIES FOR TRUMPET

With this three-volume series of method books, world-renowned trumpet Arturo Sandoval presents a comprehensive approach to trumpet playing and basic musicianship. With this method he incorporates traditional exercises and routines and shares his own unique, creative style of teaching. Arturo uses a careful blend of warm-up exercises, technique builders, stylistic etudes and duets to present an exciting and effective approach for the trumpet student. Each volume comes complete with a play-along recording featuring Arturo Sandoval performing selected exercises from the book.

Volume 1 (Beginner)

_00696535 Book/Cassette Pack...........$17.95
_00696536 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

Volume 2 (Intermediate)

_00696537 Book/Cassette Pack...........$17.95
_00696538 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

Volume 3 (Advanced)

_00696539 Book/Cassette Pack...........$17.95
_00696540 Book/CD Pack..................$19.95

PLAY TRUMPET TODAY! – LEVEL 1

Teach yourself to play the easy way! This method is designed to let beginners teach themselves with great easy-to-follow instruction and a play-along CD. See page 519 for a complete series.

_00842052 Book/CD Pack...................$9.95
_00320357 DVD ...............................$14.95
_00842056 Beginner’s Pack – Book/CD & DVD ...........................................$19.95

PLAY TRUMPET TODAY! – LEVEL 2

An information-packed follow-up to Level 1, Play Trumpet Today! – Level 2 includes: a review of instrument assembly and care • even more great music • more new notes, keys and rhythms • a fingering chart • a glossary of musical terms • and a handy “teacher on CD” that makes learning at your own pace easy and enjoyable!

_00842053 Book/CD Pack..........................$9.95

PLAY TRUMPET TODAY! – PLUS!

A 6” x 9” version featuring Level 1 instruction and 5 correlating songs.

_00699491 Book/CD Pack..........................$14.95

PLUNGER TECHNIQUES: THE AL GREY PLUNGER METHOD FOR TROMBONE AND TRUMPET

by Al Grey and Mike Grey

Second Floor Music

This companion songbook to the Play Trumpet Today! method books features 10 great songs: Chariots of Fire • Forrest Gump – Main Title (Feather Theme) • Raiders March • Rock & Roll – Part II (The Hey Song) • Smoke on the Water • Star Trek® – The Motion Picture • Twist and Shout • We Will Rock You • Yesterday • You’ve Got a Friend in Me.

_00699491 Book/CD Pack..........................$14.95

Fitness for Brass

by Frits Damrose

De Haske Publications

Playing a brass instrument is not only a musical activity; it can be compared to participating in a sport. This book enables advanced trumpet, cornet and flugelhorn players to achieve and retain optimum physical fitness by using exercises that concentrate on technique, use of the diaphragm, pedal tones and mouthpiece practice. Essential for all brass players!

_44004118 ..............................................$9.95

PLAY TRUMPET TODAY! SONGBOOK

This companion songbook to the Play Trumpet Today! method books features 10 great songs: Chariots of Fire • Forrest Gump – Main Title (Feather Theme) • Raiders March • Rock & Roll – Part II (The Hey Song) • Smoke on the Water • Star Trek® – The Motion Picture • Twist and Shout • We Will Rock You • Yesterday • You’ve Got a Friend in Me.

_00842054 Book/CD Pack..........................$12.95
TIPBOOK – TRUMPET & TROMBONE, CORNET & FLUGELHORN
by Hugo Pinksterboer
The Tipbook Company
The Tipbook Series books are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient guides for players who want to get the most out of their instrument. They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other experts – for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: lessons, teachers and practicing • all jargon explained • basic background information • price indications • the history and the family of the instrument • and more. The trumpet and trombone book covers topics such as selecting and play-testing mouthpieces and mutes, tuning, and a brass players’ glossary. 4-1/8” x 8-1/4”

Claude Bolling – Toot Suite for Trumpet & Jazz Piano

The Brecker Brothers – . . . and All Their Jazz

15 jazz transcriptions for trumpet, tenor sax, and small ensemble. Includes: Lovely Lady • Night Flight • Oh My Stars • Rocks • Some Skunk Funk • more.

The Best of the Brecker Brothers

This collection of 11 sketch scores features tracks from Return of the Brecker Brothers and the double Grammy winner Out of the Loop. Tunes include: Above and Below • African Skies • And Then She Wept • Big Idea • Good Gracious • Harpoon • King of the Lobby • Slang • Song for Barry • Sozinho (Alone) • Spherical. Also includes an introduction and a discography.

Concert Studies for Trumpet

16 New Studies from Grades 3 through 6 written for and performed by Philip Smith

Carnival Music

A series of short studies written for Philip Smith, who plays principal trumpet for the New York Philharmonic. Designed for the intermediate to advanced player, and conceived for the B♭ trumpet or cornet, the full range of the instrument is explored from low F# to high D. Covers a wide range of technique skills, including double and triple tonguing, low register playing, challenging intervals, and key signatures that require intonation control of the instrument. The CD includes demonstrations of each study performed by Smith.

Miles Davis – Birth of the Cool

Artist Transcriptions

15 classic Miles Davis originals with Miles’ solos transcribed. Titles include: All Blues • Half Nelson • Milestones • Solar • Sid’s Ahead • So What • and more. Also includes a bio and discography.

Miles Davis – Kind of Blue

Artist Transcriptions

15 classic Miles Davis originals with Miles’ solos transcribed. Titles include: All Blues • Half Nelson • Milestones • Solar • Sid’s Ahead • So What • and more. Also includes a bio and discography.

Miles Davis – Originals Vol. 1

Artist Transcriptions

14 more Davis originals transcribed exactly as he recorded them. Includes: Agitation • Bitches Brew • Eighty One • Four • Miles • Petits Machins • So What • and more.

Miles Davis – Originals Vol. 2

Artist Transcriptions

14 more Davis originals transcribed exactly as he recorded them. Includes: Agitation • Bitches Brew • Eighty One • Four • Miles • Petits Machins • So What • and more.

Miles Davis – Standards Vol. 1

Artist Transcriptions

Some of Miles’s best work of the 1950s and 1960s is highlighted in this folio of 21 classic popular and jazz tunes. Titles include: All of You • Bye, Bye Blackbird • Easy Living • I See Your Face Before Me • Love Me or Leave Me • My Funny Valentine • When I Fall in Love • and much more. Includes a bio and discography.
THE DIZZY GILLESPIE COLLECTION
Artists Transcriptions
19 newly transcribed solos from Mr. Gillespie's long and varied career, from swing to bebop to Latin. Includes: Anthropology • Blues 'N Boogie • Con Alma • Dizzy Atmosphere • I Can't Get Started • Jersey Bounce • Manteca • A Night in Tunisia • Salt Peanuts • Tin Tin Deo • and more. Includes an extensive bio and discography.

THE TOM HARRELL JAZZ TRUMPET SOLOS COLLECTION
Artists Transcriptions
A first-rate trumpet and flugelhorn soloist, Tom Harrell is one of the top hard bop musicians of the '80s and '90s. This book includes a biography, a discography, and note-for-note transcriptions of Harrell's solos in standards as well as his own compositions. Songs include: Angela • Darn That Dream • I Can't Get Started With You • I'll Remember April • Sail Away • Scrape From the Apple • and more.

JAZZ TRUMPET DUETS by Marc Lewis
15 original duets in a variety of jazz styles using popular chord progressions.

JAZZ TRUMPET SOLOS
Features 11 transcriptions of outstanding performances by jazz legends Chet Baker, Woody Shaw, Tom Harrell and Freddie Hubbard. Includes: Autumn in New York • Greene St. Caper • I Remember You • I'm Old-Fashioned • My Funny Valentine • Someday My Prince Will Come • more.

MASTERWORKS FOR TRUMPET – BOOK 1
World's Favorite Series #17 Ashley Publications, Inc.
87 etudes for trumpet, plus complete 1st Trumpet parts for two Tchaikovsky symphonies and two works by Rimsky-Korsakov.

MUSIC MINUS MAYNARD – BIG BOP NOUVEAU
For Bb Trumpet
Book/CD pack featuring transcriptions of Maynard Ferguson's solo trumpet parts in the book and original album performance of The Maynard Ferguson Band (minus Maynard) on the play-along CD.

RUBANK TRUMPET STARS, SET 1
Written by H.A. Vandercook, this is the famous series of trumpet solos that has proven to be so popular with students and teachers. All titles are grade 1 or 1-1/2. Includes a demonstration cassette with 479 brilliant jazz trumpeters, past and present, through intimate biographical profiles that describe each artist's unique traits, intriguing life experiences, relationships with other influential players, career milestones and key recordings. Artist covered include: Dizzy Gillespie, Louis Armstrong, Miles Davis, Wynton Marsalis, Terence Blanchard, Arturo Sandoval, Red Allen, Chet Baker, Bunny Berigan, Roy Eldridge, Freddie Hubbard, Freddie Keppard, Lee Morgan, Fats Navarro, King Oliver and hundreds of others – plus jazz figures who seem unlikely to have recorded on trumpet but did, such as Benny Goodman and Mose Allison. A fascinating read!

WOODY SHAW – JAZZ TRUMPET SOLOS
15 of Woody Shaw's highly personal solos representing impeccable performances from Katrina Ballerina in the "Moontrane" album to Rosewood and on to Woody III. Transcribed directly from the recording with chord changes for trumpet and concert key as well as Woody's articulations.

TRUMPET KINGS
The Players Who Shaped the Sound of Jazz Trumpet by Scott Yanow Backbeat Books
This engaging book unveils the personal and musical lives of 479 brilliant jazz trumpeters, past and present, through intimate biographical profiles that describe each artist's unique traits, intriguing life experiences, relationships with other influential players, career milestones and key recordings. Artist covered include: Dizzy Gillespie, Louis Armstrong, Miles Davis, Wynton Marsalis, Terence Blanchard, Arturo Sandoval, Red Allen, Chet Baker, Bunny Berigan, Roy Eldridge, Freddie Hubbard, Freddie Keppard, Lee Morgan, Fats Navarro, King Oliver and hundreds of others – plus jazz figures who seem unlikely to have recorded on trumpet but did, such as Benny Goodman and Mose Allison. A fascinating read!
20 DANCES FOR TRUMPET
by Allen Vizzutti
De Haske Publications
For this volume, Allen Vizzutti has composed fun pieces in a wide variety of dance styles including Flamenco, Irish reel, waltz, Japanese fan dance, and Turkish belly dance. They are written in the form of studies or unaccompanied solos which can be grouped together in any order. A demo CD is included with the pieces performed by Vizzutti himself.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – JAZZ TRACKS
De Haske Publications
This collection of original jazz tracks includes a play-along CD with examples performed by Allen Vizzutti, as well as accompaniment-only tracks. This is an excellent collection and includes parts for B♭ or C trumpet.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – EMERALD CONCERTO & OTHER GEMS
by Allen Vizzutti
De Haske Publications
The Trumpet Masterclass contains five original compositions from the pen of this trumpet virtuoso, which can be heard on the demo CD included. Soloist Allen Vizzutti’s performance together with the Budapest Symphony Orchestra will undoubtedly be a source of inspiration for any trumpet player who is looking for a challenge. Also includes extensive notes about each piece.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – PLAY ALONG FUSION
by Allen Vizzutti
De Haske Publications
Fusion is a style with connections to both jazz and pop music. This collection includes six solos with written improvisations for trumpet. Allen Vizzutti plays all of the pieces himself, accompanied by a professional fusion band. A true challenge for every trumpet player!

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – PLAY ALONG JAZZ DUETS & SOLOS
De Haske Publications
This play-along collection contains six duets and solos with written improvisations for trumpet. The CD allows players to listen, imitate, study or simply enjoy the music as played by Allen Vizzutti. Includes: Do You See the Glittering Snow? • Variations on “The Carnival of Venice” • Brilliant Fantasy • Cavatina “Beatrice di Tenda” • and more.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – PLAY ALONG JAZZ SOLOS
De Haske Publications
Features 7 solos for jazz trumpet with written improvisations. The accompanying CD includes each piece twice: once as a solo with accompaniment (performed by Allen himself), and once with the accompaniment only for practice.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – JAZZ TRACKS
De Haske Publications
This book/CD play-along pack features 5 solos for B♭ trumpet with written improvisations. The accompanying CD includes two versions of each piece: one full-demo track played by Allen Vizzutti, and one accompaniment-only track.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – EMERALD CONCERTO & OTHER GEMS
by Allen Vizzutti
De Haske Publications
This book/CD pack features fresh new cadenzas and tastefully reworked piano accompaniments. The CD includes cornet performances, but all pieces can also be played on the trumpet. The CD allows players to listen, imitate, study or simply enjoy the music as played by Allen Vizzutti. Includes: Do You See the Glittering Snow? • Variations on “The Carnival of Venice” • Brilliant Fantasy • Cavatina “Beatrice di Tenda” • and more.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – PLAY ALONG FUSION, VOLUME 2
by Allen Vizzutti
De Haske Publications
This book/CD play-along pack features 5 solos for B♭ trumpet with written improvisations. The accompanying CD includes two versions of each piece: one full-demo track played by Allen Vizzutti, and one accompaniment-only track.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – PLAY ALONG JAZZ DUETS & SOLOS
De Haske Publications
This play-along collection contains six duets and solos with written improvisations for trumpet. All pieces are suitable for solo performance, with the majority also suitable for duet. The CD features Allen Vizzutti together with a swinging combo playing all of the pieces: first completely; then just the rhythm section with the second part; and finally, just the rhythm section alone.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – PLAY ALONG JAZZ SOLOS
De Haske Publications
Features 7 solos for jazz trumpet with written improvisations. The accompanying CD includes each piece twice: once as a solo with accompaniment (performed by Allen himself), and once with the accompaniment only for practice.

ALLEN VIZZUTTI – JAZZ TRACKS
De Haske Publications
This collection of original jazz tracks includes a play-along CD with examples performed by Allen Vizzutti, as well as accompaniment-only tracks. This is an excellent collection and includes parts for B♭ or C trumpet.
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